Guest Speaker Safety Announcement
Before making the safety announcement ask the
1st AD if there is anything specific that needs to be
addressed (stunts, cranes, weather conditions, etc)
and whether or not you should address these or if
they will
• Begin by telling everyone who you are and what
department you are in
• Point out fire exits and fire extinguishers if
applicable (scout out or ask ahead of time)
• On stage explain that fire lanes need to be kept
clear so that in event of a fire people can feel along
walls to the exits
• Explain where people will meet in case of an
emergency (across the street, the next stage over,
etc – discuss this in advance with the 1st AD to be
certain)
• Explain any other special circumstances you
have discussed with the 1st AD ahead of time
• Reiterate that if anyone has any concerns they
should come to their department head and/or the
1st AD.

• Remind everyone that the single most dangerous
thing any crewmember will deal with most days is
driving home tired. If days are long and/or people
feel that driving home will be hazardous they
should bring this issue to production and ask for a
safety hotel room. Production can only help if they
know there is an issue.
• Add a personal note of something that happened
to you or some story about safety that will stick in
people’s minds. Mention someone who was hurt,
someone who spoke up, or whatever else comes to
mind. You’ll be surprised at how effective this can
be and how much it can resonate!!
The more memorable you make this the more it
will stick with people. Sing it, deliver it in iambic
pentameter, make it heartfelt, there’s no limit to
how you can do this - just make it your own. The
bottom line is if you own it and make sure all of
the important information gets across, people will
remember and most importantly, your fellow
crewmembers will be reminded that staying safe is
a group effort.
Be Safe. Be Heard. Speak Up.

